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Crossover contras: music and dance medleys
Creating a fun and danceable contra dance medley to alternative music

Erik B. Erhardt
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Music considerations
Words
If there are words in the songs, that’s great. Dancers love lyrics they know. Sections without lyrics are also important,
especially when transitioning to a new dance so your call voice does not compete with the singing voice.
Large structure
Over several sets of 64‐beat iterations, it is helpful to have two or three times through that does not have words. During
a contra dance medley transition, you’ll want wordless music to transition to the next dance in the medley, so your new
calls which need to be clearly heard are not competing with the singing in the music. Once you’ve called through the
dance two or three times, then the lyrics can come in. This is an important consideration for timing transitions.
Table 1 Each box represents 64 beats, which is one time through a dance. Try to have two or three times through for the dancers to start to
learn the dance before introducing song lyrics.

No words
(start new
dance, clear
early timing)

No words
(dancers are
still learning)

Sing
(now just
need basic
cues)

No words
(dancers
nearly
learned it)

Sing

Sing

…

Small structure
Your dance calls are going to come in the last four beats of each 8‐beat semiphrase, so this is a bad place for lyrics to
appear if you really need to be calling moves.
Table 2 Each box represents a single beat of music, with the entire table having 64 beats, and the numbers enumerate the eight 8‐beat
semiphrases. Music with lyrics at the beginning of each 8‐beat semiphrase is no problem since they don’t coincide with when you call the next
move.

1,sing
3,sing
5,sing
7,sing

sing
sing
sing
sing

sing
sing
sing
sing

sing
sing
sing
sing

call
call

call
call
call

call
call
call
call

call
call
call
call

2,sing
4,sing
6,sing
8,sing

sing
sing
sing
sing

sing
sing
sing
sing

sing
sing
sing
sing

call
Call call

call
call
call
call

call
call
call
call

Table 3 Music with lyrics at the end of each 8‐beat semiphrase will compete with your calls and make your voice hard to hear for the dancers.

1
3
5
7

sing/call
sing
sing/call
sing

sing/call
sing
sing/call
sing/call

sing/call
sing/call
sing/call
sing/call

sing/call
sing/call
sing/call
sing/call

2
4
6
8

sing
sing
sing/call
sing

sing
sing/call
sing/call
sing

sing/call
sing/call
sing/call
sing/call

sing/call
sing/call
sing/call
sing/call

Words you don’t want in your songs
Profanity can be fun in the right crowd and context; contra dance probably isn’t it, so care for your audience. A simple
way to mask vocal phrases is to time‐reverse sections with profane language that match the beat. It will often only be 1
to 4 beats of music. In your audio editor, first select the height of the beat before and after the section you want to
reverse, or even better select exactly the midpoint lull between beats; you can’t leave a gap before the beat as before
since the beat needs to be symmetric forward and back. Then time‐reverse the section, in Audacity it’s Menu:
Effect/Reverse. Give it a listen, and undo and adjust the timing if necessary.
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Musical Build‐ups/Ascensions
It’s common to have 32 to 64 beats of ascension affects, culminating in a big “boom”, and a musical change. If a copy or
cut is needed to square the phrasing, consider performing that before the ascension occurs so not break up the build.
The background sounds, often like an airplane taking off with a whisper that increases in pitch, are best kept intact.

Music
Large structure
Some elements to consider.




Several times through (3‐6) with similar feel to get into the groove of a tune, then change for variety.
Consider contrasting sections of bouncy, smooth, hard, soft, loud, quiet, instrumental, singing, strong
percussion, no percussion, men’s voices, women’s voices, etc.
Musical “call backs”, where some music that was heard earlier appears later, in a possibly different form or mix
can be fun.

Small structure
Some elements to consider.






Good phrasing will make the dance easier to call and easier and more fun to dance to.
The 64 beats of a tune are not equally important, there is a hierarchy described by repeatedly subdividing by 2.
The most important beats in the music in order is the first beat at the top of 1, then the first beat at the top of 5,
then the first beats at the top of 3 and 7, then at the top of 2, 4, 6, and 8, and so on continuing to subdivide by 2.
Honor those important beats, don’t let them go missing or be messy.
Musical changes are best at the top of 1, possibly ok at the top of 5, and probably should be avoided elsewhere
unless there’s a particularly good musical bridge between tunes.
The first four beats of a phrase are important to lock in the consistency of the tempo and tune, the last four are
less important and can work well for transitioning or other effects.

Mismatch of musical tempos
I love both song1 and song2 and want to transition from one to the next, but one’s at 116 bpm and the other’s at 128
bpm. What to do?
There’s several strategies.
1. Speed up song1 to match song2, slow down song2 to match song1, or change both tempos to be common. See
menu: Effect/Change Tempo. Changing tempo will slightly distort the sound quality, so listen to the transformed
wave form critically to determine if it’s of sufficient quality.
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2. A gradual increase in tempo at the end of song1 would provide a smooth transition which you would need to
counteract with your playback device. See menu: Effect/Time Scale. If you do this, make a big note in your
calling notes in order to remember this tempo change.
3. Rethink this decision, maybe there’s other tunes that would also work well that are at more similar tempos.

Intro music to set the beat
At least 4 “potatoes” should be provided, but as much as 32 or 64 beats to get in the groove is fine.

Playing the music
Bands can change the tempo on demand, recorded music can, too, with the right software.
On the iPhone, consider the free TempoSlow App. I’ve tested many and this is the best one for simplicity and clarity.
The first screen shows the track time in large numbers (currently at 45:50 of 94:56) with a dial to change the position in
the music (careful not to touch!), the second screen shows the tempo (currently at 94% of original track speed) which
can be adjusted on the fly without changing the pitch of the music, and there’s a volume slider at the bottom.
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Dance considerations
Like a standard contra dance, you can teach one dance, start the music and call, let the music finish in 5‐7 minutes, then
repeat.
A fun alternative is a (mega‐)dance medley.

Dance medley
I love a contra medley to a 30‐120 minutes continuous medley of music.
This may include 10‐30 dances, each 5‐12 times through.
Choose easy dances that transition well
The novelty is that it’s a medley to nonstandard music, so forget dances that dancers can’t do easily without a walk‐
through. The fun is in grooving and being successful, not being challenged.
Start with about 15‐20 easy dances each in improper and Becket formations, a total of about 30‐40 dances.
Choose contrasting dances
You’re programming a full evening of dances (maybe twice as many as usual), so consider what makes an evening of
dances great in terms of programming.
Create contrast in consecutive dances and avoid distinctive figures within a range of 4 or 5 dances.
Contrast can come from bouncy vs smooth, high energy vs low energy, easy vs more challenging.
It’s better if the first move of consecutive dances are different, so that dancers are less likely to dance the first call then
automatically continue dancing the previous dance.
It’s better if common sequences aren’t repeated in consecutive dances, for example, (N B&S, Cir L 3/4, P Sw), or (LLFB, L
Ch, L‐hand Star).
Great dances
Great dances have smooth transitions, have a distinctive figure or sequence or storyline, don’t feel repetitive, have
equal action for 1s and 2s (or at least can alternate the action), are forgiving (have a “catch up” point), may have a
balance sequence in the A or B part, and may have symmetrical choreography.
Dances to avoid have awkward transitions, have too much or too little time for a figure, have confusing or complicated
figures or transitions, have too many short calls (are busy), are too predictable or cliché, are too clockwise (circle left,
slide left, circle left, gypsy, swing, star right, and so on for 64 beats), are grossly unequal for 1s and 2s, have swings either
shorter than 8 beats, longer than 12 beats, or a swing that ends mid phrase (A1 (8) Neighbor Swing, (8) Ladies Chain, A2
…), have bad end effects, or have partners too long in another minor set.
Distinctive dances and figures
Distinctive doesn’t mean challenging.
Some distinctive figures include Petrunella (ring balance, spin to the right), Rory O’More (balance the wave, slide right,
reform wave, repeat to the left), wavy lines, figure 8, star promenade with butterfly whirl, box the gnat or swat the flea,
down the hall four in line, cross trail, contra corners, mad robin, clover leaf, grand right and lefts along the contra lines,
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and possibly others. Try to choose dances that include these without repeating the same move too close between
dances.
Moves such as promenading up and down along the set (as in Fairport Harbor) are very hard to call, because dancers will
want to promenade across the set or head in the wrong direction. It will work itself out after two or three times
through, or you can choose another dance and avoid the chaos.

Transitions
Progression
Your dances should progress in the same direction. Improper dances should progress forward down the line for the 1s.
Becket dances should progress clockwise along the set. If you have two Becket in dances with clockwise progression,
then one with counterclockwise progression, the dancers will work their way backwards through neighbors they just
saw! It will be confusing because they’ll expect new neighbors, then they’ll wonder if they (or you) have done
something wrong, and they may protest by stopping dancing.
Improper to Becket
Many Becket dances start with a “Circle Left 3/4, Neighbor Swing”. The first time through, Circle 1X instead of 3/4, and
the transition is complete.
Often a substitute set of calls in B2 of the previous dance or A1 of the next dance will help make the transition.
Ending
Choose a dance that ends with a partner swing.

Timing spreadsheet
You’ve got a long piece of music that has square phrases, well done. The next steps are to create a spreadsheet and
label track to keep track of the music, then listen through while taking notes to find good transition points.

Good transition points
What makes a good transition point?



Consider having the first two times through without competing singing.
Try to have the transition in a musical lull, then when the music is pumping the dancers can enjoy dancing rather
than working on learning new choreography.

Set timing spreadsheet
A set timing spreadsheet can keep track of lots of information for you.
Include any information that will remind you of music timing, dance transition timing, music characteristics and singing,
and so on. You want the calling experience as “zen” and with as little thinking as possible. Recall, every 4 seconds
you’re planning the next call and making the call. Also, you’re watching the dancers and what they need, keeping track
of when to change dances, making sure the dance change transition goes smoothly and whether the transition is special
(e.g., becket to improper), adjusting the tempo if necessary, checking the clock time on your audio player, marking
progress on your set timing spreadsheet, having a drink of water, dealing with any mishaps (e.g., dropping a dance card),
and anything else, including having fun. It’s easy to overload and miss something. The better your notes are to match
your vision, the more likely you’ll create the dance experience you want.
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 Must have
o Timing for each time through
o Dance name and when change
o Feeling of music
o When singing is in music
o Alternating action indications (1s swing, 2s swing; gents swing, ladies swing)
 Like to have
o Duplicate information on card: improper/becket, special transitions between dances (A1 circle 1X
instead of 3/4)
o Number of times through a dance
o Known times to adjust tempo up or down
o Tune names
The example below from a set I called in Tuscon, AZ, on 2/1/2014, has columns for much of the “must have”s and “like
to have”s listed above : the music used, when to transition, Vox for any voice and singing, Feel for what the experience
of the music is like, Rep for the what repetition through the dance it is, Time for the clock time for the top of A1 for that
rep, Times through a dance, Num for the which dance in the medley, and Dance for what to call. There are also some
hidden columns that help with calculations for Time.
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The event
Weeks before
Practice, fix, practice, tweak, practice, put down for a week, look at again, etc…

Pre‐dance announcements
Set expectations for your dancers, and give them a sense of how hard you worked and that this is a special event.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Summary statistics: 51+ tunes, 25 dances (16 improper, 9 becket), 184 times through, 1:45:00.
Nota bene: This is insanely fun.
If you dance the whole dance, you’ll accumulate over 11,000 steps on your pedometer!
“Endurance.” At the bottom of the contra line: take a drink, rest a bit, swap partners, and dance back in.
Lost beat? When the beat seems lost, trust me; I’ll call with the “hidden” beat.
There are two slow‐tempo sections during the first 30‐minute swing section, dance to the beat.
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7. Be wild, be aware and safe, and get to the next move on time.
8. Consensual role/partner swapping is welcome. Others: dance with who’s coming at’cha!
9. Thanks to everyone who made this possible:
a. Organizer for inviting me for this event.
b. Sound person on sound.
c. Other for publicity.
d. China, for cool LAZERs that aren’t that expensive.
e. Everyone who helped decorate, set‐up, and everything else.
f. You, for dancing what I’ve imagined is a bangingly fun time.
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Calling
Get a good night’s sleep the day before, and have some quiet time before the event. Try to have nothing else on your
mind.
Sound check both rowdy and relaxed sections of music. Call with it as you would like to call. Make sure you don’t sound
check with a loud voice because calling continuously for an hour can really strain a voice. Talk at a comfortable volume
and let the sound person adjust it so you sound loud enough. Also, ask to have your voice equalization have increased
mids and reduced highs and lows. You want your voice to cut through the music without being really loud.
Ask for one or two music stands or a small table to put your dance cards, timing spreadsheet, audio player, water, etc.
Plug power into your audio device. If it’s a phone or internet device, then also put it in airplane mode, turn off
notifications, and set it to silent.
Number your dance cards. Then you don’t have to worry as much if you drop them. Also, it will give you confidence
that you’re moving to the right dance. Any reminders to give you confidence in the moment are greatly welcome.
Your cards also have indications for special transitions between dances. When you’re about 1‐2 times from
transitioning, look ahead at your next card and get familiar with the A1 section, at least. Then you’ll be prepared to
transition more smoothly.
Have a mic in a stand or headset mic.
You’ll need your nondominant hand to hold your current and next dance cards, your dominant hand to hold a pen to
mark off progress, and your third hand to adjust tempo on your audio device. Yeah, it’s busy up there.
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Music editing example
Find music
Find a mix of music that you’d like as a starting point.
It’s helpful if the music as phrases similar to contra music. Music for the standard contra dance has two parts, an A part
and a B part, each consisting of two 16‐beat phrases. I will number the semiphrases 1, 2, …, 8, for slightly higher
resolution and because each of these numbers will correspond with one 8‐beat call in a contra dance.
Table 4 Each box in this table represents a beat of the music when you’d take a step during the dance. There are 16*4 = 8*8 = 64 beats.

A1,1
A2,3
B1,5
B2,7

2
4
6
8

Contra music is roughly 116‐122 bpm. Finding music close to that range, even up to 140 bpm may work, because we’ll
adjust the tempo later. Warning that music that is far outside the danceable range often doesn’t sound very good when
adjusted to danceable tempo.
There are many “beats per minute” apps available to help with this. This image is the iPhone app “BPM”. After tapping
in the box for about 6 seconds an accurate estimate of bpm is shown. Play your music, tap, and write down the bpm.

Note, if you find music that’s steady at 128 bpm, it has a convenient property. A contra dance has 64 walking beats,
which takes 30 seconds at 128 bpm. Thus, if we align the start of each A1 to be at XX:00 and XX:30, then later slow
playback down to roughly 118‐120 bpm (about 95% of original speed), we’ll still have the 0‐ and 30‐second markers as
visual cues for the top of the dance.
Let’s do a simple search for music. “Electro [something]” is a good starting point.
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Here’s our selected track. It may not be quite what you want, but it will give us a starting point to talk about audio
editing. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I3mpPFvNUZo
Convert it to mp3 by using a website like this:
http://www.listentoyoutube.com/index.php

Paste in the YouTube link and click “go”.

When conversion is complete, save the mp3 to your harddrive.

Open audio in Audacity
In this demonstration I’m using Audacity, a free audio processing software that’s highly functional.
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Open your mp3 in Audacity. It may take a couple minutes as it converts the mp3 file to the native Audacity file format.
Then the file will be displayed as a “wav” file. This image shows the Left and Right channels of the 27 minute audio
track.
Immediately save the file as an Audacity project file; the base file will have an .aup extension, and the audio data will be
stored a folder by the same name.

Learning some key stroke shortcuts will really help!
Ctrl‐1 ‐ zoom in
Ctrl‐2 ‐ zoom normal, baseline zoom level
Ctrl‐3 ‐ zoom out
Space ‐ play/pause

Add a Label Track to put makers where phrases are
Menu: Tracks/Add New/Label Track
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I will usually name the label track the same as the associated audio track.
Click on the down‐triangle next to the “Label Track” name, choose “Name” from the menu, and type (or copy/paste) the
name you’d like.

Because the music and label tracks go together, now’s a good time to lock these two together. Click on one track on the
far left below the track name to select the entire track, hold Shift and click on the other track; both tracks should be
selected. Menu: Tracks/Sync‐lock Tracks, and a little clock will appear for each track. Now, when you copy/paste parts
of one track, both tracks will be modified and synchronized together.
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First pass, label the musical phrases
Now it’s time to listen to our track and identify the phrases on the label track.
We’ll note places where the phrase isn’t “square”. Music, in our contra dance context, is “square” if it has 4 phrases of
16 beats, totaling 64 beats. Ideally, it will have slightly contrasting “A” and “B” parts to help identify where in the 64‐
beat phrase you’re in.
Start by zooming the view to a comfortable zoom level, then click in the label track and label. I think in terms of 8‐beat
semiphrases, since that’s the length of time for most contra calls. I recommend labelling as many phrases as helps
clarify the music. Labeling each one, I’d put a “1” at the top of A1, “2” in the middle of A1, “3” at the top of A2, …, “5” at
the top of B1, etc. I usually only label every 16 beats: 1, 3, 5, and 7, until the music gets tricky, then I may even go down
to the 4‐beat level: 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, etc.
Here’s the first minute of our track. The phrase changes every 16 or 32 beats are often visible in the wave form.
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This track is pretty typical of mixes like this. In the first 3 minutes there’s two sections that will require edits to square
up the music.
Early change section 1
At 1:20, we don’t have phrases 7 and 8 (so we could possibly duplicate 16 beats to fill this in, or cut 48 beats)
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Strange change section 2
At 2:30, there’s a somewhat sloppy transition between songs which will require some thought (probably cut the last bit
from the first song).
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Let’s address these two edits.

Editing: copying and cutting music
Early change section 1: Copy
Let’s start with this early change. When you zoom in, you can see the base pulse of the beat and align slightly better the
phrase markers.
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(1,2) beat is driving and transitions smoothly to 3
(3,4) beat is driving, but changes slightly to be similar to how 5 is (a bit whispy in the background)
(5,6) is an ascension leading to the top of the phrase at 1.
In this case, I think it’s a good strategy to rename 5 to 7, rename 3 to 5, and copy (1,2) to (3,4).
Copying a section
Zoom way in and find a good cut point.
Your intuition may suggest that the best point to mark a cut point is right on the beat, however this often results in a
beat being cut and spliced together that don’t quite match.
It is better to cut just before the beat.
Click on the beat at the start of the phrase, then zoom way in. Move the marker to just before where the wave form
gets large.

Repeat where at the end of the phrase.
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Zoom out so you can see the entire phrase.
Select this precisely‐chosen phrase of music by clicking on the marker line (not on the circle or arrows on the marker
line) and dragging over to the other marker.
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Copy it (Ctrl‐C), click on the audio track above marker 3, and paste it (Ctrl‐V).
The audio was copied, and space was pasted in the label track (where the clocks are) to indicate the tracks are Sync‐
Locked.

I will usually immediately label where the start of that phrase is while there’s gray shading to indicate the boundary. The
3 is after the pasted phrase since it is technically at the start of the music after the selected phrase.
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I’ll renumber the phrases and leave a note about what I did.

As a final touch, I sometimes modify the phrase I pasted, to reduce the redundancy of simply hearing 16 beats of
identical music.
Select the phrase of music, menu: Effect, and choose something, preview it, and decide on something interesting, but
not shockingly different.
I like these effects: Echo, Phaser, and Wahwah. I occasionally use Paulstretch, but this changes the length of the music,
too, so is an advanced effect.
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Let’s try effect Phaser. Adjust the sliders, Preview, repeat. Go to extremes to get a sense of what each option does,
then adjust somewhere not too extreme. Finally, click OK to apply the effect. Play the music starting before the effect
and past the end of it. If you want to change it, undo with Ctrl‐Z and try again.
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Strange change section 2: Cut
This is a really bad transition! The phrases don’t line up that well between the two tunes, and it doesn’t even have the
first beat of the phrase for the next tune. But we’ll manage. Music goes by fast and as long as the beat is steady, the
dancers are unlikely to notice an occasional imperfect transition.
Cutting a section
In this case, I’m going to find phrase 1 of the previous tune, then try to find where it should be for the second tune. (In
most cases, the second tune will have a clear phrase 1, so matching them up and cutting out the music in the middle will
be easy. We’re lucky to have this annoying example to work with!)

First, zoom in and carefully place marker 1 of the first tune just before the beat.
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The 1 of the second tune is very nearly 4 beats after the phrase 3 marker. Do you agree?
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Select the section and delete it. While the marker line is still there, click on it in the label track and put the label 1 there,
otherwise you can lose this precise location.
Then start listening from several seconds before the cut. If it’s not seamless, undo with Ctrl‐Z and realign one or both of
the markers and repeat until you’re happy. Then I note what I changed.
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Audacity label track for transitions
Create a new label track for the transition points between dances. Below the track labelled “All” is to mark when to
change the called dance corresponding to the spreadsheet above.

Listen and take notes on your Set Timing Spreadsheet
As you listen through, note what singing is happening and the feeling of the music.
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Find dances that transition well and complement the feeling of the music throughout, if possible.
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Notes:
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